
Spark Ergonomics is the leading supplier of mobile workstations in Finland 
and we want to further expand our markets in Europe.

We have already delivered more than 10.000 mobile workstations to different  
healthcare organisations in Europe. We are looking for new partners for Spark  
Ergonomics innovative and user-friendly products. Would you be interested in  
to join Spark Ergonomics team?

We offer and promise our partners:
Support and training

We offer you support so that you can support your customers as best as possible.

We want to ensure that you can also support your customers in making the right 
choices.

Training in Finland

New partners will have a training at our headquarter in Western Finland.

We will listen to you and your customers – Custom-made products

Customer needs are not always similar, so we can manufacture products according to 
your customers wishes.

Our products fit different needs in the hospital and examination areas and in offices or 
schools likewise. Our customer-specific design service expands the possibilities to  
design a suitable product for every space. Share your and your customer’s ideas with us 
and our designers will create the final design.

We act quickly

There is nothing more annoying than waiting. We promise to respond to you within one 
working day. We have a large stock of the most important parts for Spark Ergonomics 
products, so we can assemble and deliver them quickly. We can even deliver products 
directly to your customers if desired. We also have a technical department so that you 
can contact us with technical questions.



 Individual adjustment through wide range of accessories
Modular structure

Battery systems optional
Antibacterial surfaces as option

MOBILE WORKSTATIONS AND DESKS

We develop, manufacture and market medical  
carts, equipment carts, desks and tailor-made carts. 
Our solutions are used for stationary and  
ambulant purposes in different areas of  
the health care system, as well as in offices  
and schools.

Our goals are the improvement of the safety and comfort  
for the users and to make workflows more efficient.  
Therefore, we design products that are ergonomic,  
adaptable, safe and durable.

Headquarter: Finland (Lapua) | Office: Germany (Berlin) | Customers in several countries.
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